General Polymers

Ceramic Carpet™

Standard Colors

310 Bramble
311 Buccaneer
312 Cottonwood
313 Flintrock
314 Forest Green
315 Gray Fox
316 Oriental Spice
317 Pumpkin Spice
318 Salt & Pepper
319 Sandpoint
320 Taco Red
321 Tropical Blue

This reproduction approximates the actual color. Factors such as the type of product, degree of gloss, texture, size and shape of area, lighting, heat or method of application may cause color variance. Contact your Sherwin-Williams representative for details. © 2010 The Sherwin-Williams Company

www.sherwin-williams.com/protective
For more information call: 1-800-524-5979
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330 Blue Stone*
332 Charcoal
333 Garden Path
334 Glacier*

335 Meadow*
336 Mt Sage
337 Ocean
338 Onyx

339 Pearl Gray
340 Riverstone
341 Sahara*
342 Wheatfield*

This reproduction approximates the actual color. Factors such as the type of product, degree of gloss, texture, size and shape of area, lighting, test or method of application may cause color variance. Consult your Sherwin-Williams representative for details. © 2010 The Sherwin-Williams Company

*Proprietary Color